
Chapter 19
FireFight: A Decision Support System
for Forest Fire Containment

Jaume Figueras Jové, Pau Fonseca i Casas, Antoni Guasch Petit,
and Josep Casanovas

Abstract The FireFight project is being developed in collaboration with the GRAF
wildland firefighting department (Generalitat de Catalunya, Spain). The main objec-
tive is the development of a web-accessible decision support system based on an
integrated simulation and optimization framework for optimal wildfire containment.
FireFight uses the tooPath (www.toopath.com) web server infrastructure to acquire
the broadcasted real-time GPS position of approximately 1,650 land and aerial
firefighting resources deployed across the territory. The short-term goal of the
project is to help managers in making decisions about the number of extinguishing
teams that should be deployed, the design of the water supply chain to bring water
and other supplies to the firefighting teams, and the design of the change-of-shift
transportation problem.

19.1 Introduction

Forest fires have become increasingly devastating and uncontrollable phenomena
and their management is a major issue in Mediterranean countries, where they
are an annual occurrence. This situation is certain to worsen with the anticipated
impact of climate change and the continuous decline in agricultural land use, which
allows the extension and continuity of forested areas to increase. Land abandonment
and the cessation of traditional management practices is favoring scrubland and
forest expansion throughout Europe, reducing the extent of many semi-natural open
habitats of a high ecological value [1]. Figure 19.1 shows a typical map of forest fire
risk during the summer period in the Catalonia region (north east of Spain); most of
the land has a medium to extreme risk of forest fire.
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Fig. 19.1 Map of forest fire risk, August 2012 (Source: Generalitat de Catalunya)

The management of these fires is a serious concern for many governments around
the world, and responsibility for decisions regarding containment falls to specialist
wildfire managers; in the event of a reported wildfire, they select which of the
firefighting resources at each base station should be dispatched to the fire site,
establish a plan of action, and determine the firefighting tactics that should be
employed. Taking such decisions is difficult due to the time constraints, the dynamic
and uncertain behavior of fires, and the limited availability of firefighting resources.
Correct decision-making is crucial for saving lives, property and natural resources.

In Catalonia, forest fire decisions are taken by the GRAF team lead by Marc
Castellnou. The GRAF team is a group within the firefighting department of the
Government of Catalonia and is responsible for preventive actions as well as
resource deployment and attack. A typical preventive action is the burning of
specific areas in winter to prevent excessive connectivity of large forest areas.

Fuel treatment of the wildland-urban interface is an approach that can mitigate the
risk of fire propagation through urban or residential areas [2]. In 2003, Law 5/2003
was passed in Catalonia laying down mandatory measures for residential and rural
buildings designed to prevent forest fires. A summary of these regulatory measures
is given below:

• Buildings must be surrounded by a protective perimeter at least 25 m wide,
cleared of shrubs and with reduced tree fuel.
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• Plots within the protective perimeter must be cleared of dry vegetation.
• Residential areas must have a network of approved fire hydrants.
• An approved self-protection plan must be in place in these areas.

Unfortunately, not all wildland-urban interfaces are protected by a cleared
perimeter, and the problem is worsened by the reduction of resources devoted to
wildfire protection and the continued expansion of the wildland-urban interface. In
large wildfire scenarios affecting urban areas or isolated farms, the decision-making
process is a critical task with potential repercussions on human life and property.
The ability to predict fire spread behavior and to evaluate the impact of alternative
tactics is crucial to decision-making for wildfire containment [3].

FireFight is an ongoing project concerned primarily with the development of a
decision support system (DSS) based on an integrated simulation and optimization
framework for optimal wildfire containment.

19.2 State of the Art

Modeling wildfire and the related containment processes is not an easy task due to
the inherent complexity of the different processes involved. As such, various efforts
to model wildfires have focused on one or more specific aspects of the phenomenon.
However, the most obvious element to be modeled is fire propagation across the
landscape. Some theoretical approximations involve the use of operations research
techniques to model fire behavior [4–6]. In these approaches, the representation
of wildfire behavior is generated taking into account landscape, wind and many
other factors that can affect a fire’s movement. The modelling of individual wildfire
factors is often challenging due to their specific complexities, as is the case of wind,
which has been the focus of several studies, in particular [7, 8], which present local
descriptions of wind behavior for risk areas in Wales and the Netherlands. Other
factors have also been the focus of specific studies. Thus, [9] presents a model for
determining the probability of fire occurrence in forest stands of Catalonia, and [10]
proposes the Dynamic Fire Risk Index (DFRI), which establishes the risk of fire
occurrence on the basis of different static and dynamic factors.

All of these models rely heavily on the availability of accurate data, so it is
necessary to verify the correctness of the data fed into the model as well as
ensuring the early detection of the phenomenon. In this sense, notable studies
include [11], on early detection, and [12], on the mapping of possible and probable
fires and the retrospective modelling of past forest fire scenarios. An interesting
study that considers the problems deriving from low visibility due to cloud cover
was published by [13].

However, these theoretical models do not take into account the containment pro-
cess. If a complete description of the phenomenon is needed and several alternatives
for the containment process are considered, a holistic approach is required. In this
case, it is necessary to have not only a robust model for representing the fire behavior
but also a model for representing resource allocation and containment strategy.
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Existing infrastructures for representing wildfire behavior and containment include
FARSITE [14], a fire behavior and growth simulator used by the USDA FS, USDI
NPS, USDI BLM, and USDI BIA Fire Behavior Analysts. It is designed for use by
planners and managers familiar with fuels, weather, topography, wildfire situations,
and the associated concepts and terminology. FARSITE and other simulation
tools such as HFire [15], Prometheus [16] and SiroFire [17] focus heavily on
the representation of fire evolution, although they also offer some capabilities for
representing fire containment.

Systems that focus more specifically on containment include the proposal of [18],
who present a unified framework based on a mathematical programming formula-
tion that integrates various decisional problems arising in the management of differ-
ent kinds of natural hazards. Donovan and Rideout [19] analyzes how the resources
needed for the containment process can be optimized using integer programing.
Although this approach is powerful, certain limitations have led to the examination
of other alternatives, such as the use of stochastic simulation [20]. SIADEX [21]
comprises four main components: a web server, which centralizes the flow of
information between the system and the user; the planning and monitoring servers,
which are offered as intelligent services through the web server; and the ontology
server, for sharing and exchanging knowledge between all components. Hu and
Ntaimo [3] presents a stochastic mixed-integer programming model for initial attack
to generate firefighting resource dispatch plans using as input fire spread scenario
results from a standard wildfire behavior simulator. The same study also presents an
agent-based discrete event simulation model for fire suppression, used to simulate
fire suppression based on dispatch plans from the stochastic optimization model.

The use of Multi-Agent Simulation (MAS) to represent containment has also
been explored by [22], who propose a model for coordinating teams of computa-
tional agents that can be used for different domains but is specifically applicable to
forest firefighting. The model is based on Pyrosym [23]. MAS has been also been
used to represent evacuation under fire conditions [24].

The use of formal languages to model wildfire behavior is a promising recent
development. A model to represent wildfire propagation, using a formal represen-
tation of a cellular automaton based on DEVS, is presented in [5]. Ntaimo [25]
presents DEVS-FIRE, which also uses DEVS as a formal language to represent
the phenomenon. DEVS-FIRE can be integrated with a stochastic optimization
model to determine the optimal firefighting resources to dispatch to guarantee
wildfire containment in the shortest possible time and with minimal cost. Other
studies of DEVS for representing the wildfire phenomenon include [26], which
presents an interesting combination of Cell-DEVS with CDCC [27] to reduce
the algorithmic complexity for the modeler, enabling the use of complex cellular
timing behaviors and different Cell-DEVS quantization techniques to decrease
execution time. Similar approaches to reduce the inherent complexity of this kind
of simulation can be reviewed in [28]. Other formal languages have been used
to represent wildfire phenomenon, like Specification and Description Language
[29]. One of the main issues that must be addressed in this type of approach is
how to represent the environment with the selected formalism, which often entails
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the representation of cellular automaton structures. Fonseca i Casas et al. [30]
presents a method for using SDL to formally represent cellular automaton structures
and specifically a wildfire propagation model. Gronewold and Sonnenschein [31]
explains how to model cellular automaton structures using Petri nets.

Finally, it is interesting to note studies that focus on validation and verification.
Niazi et al. [32] presents the verification and validation of an agent-based model
of forest fires using a combination of a Virtual Overlay Multi-Agent System
(VOMAS) validation scheme with Fire Weather Index (FWI) to validate the forest
fire simulation.

19.3 FireFight Architecture

The proposed experimental environment project architecture is shown in Fig. 19.2.
Its principal component is an optimizer that uses fire spread and contention
simulations to determine the best fire attack strategy for a particular scenario. The
main processes and outputs of the FireFight system are as follows:

Web GUI and tracking server: Designed to facilitate user interaction with the
FireFight system. Two different operational modes are provided: a training or
evaluation mode that uses an on-line fire spread simulator to generate different
evaluation scenarios; and a real-time mode intended to support the management
of ongoing wildfires.

Fire & logistics scenario: A simulated wildfire scenario consists of the information
defined by [33]. This information is read by the GUI, which tells the controller to
generate the scenario from the geospatial database. An ongoing wildfire scenario
is monitored via data and other relevant information obtained from field sensors
(i.e. GPS data) and from firefighting personnel.

Controller: Synchronizes the different application processes.
On-line fire spread simulator: Simulates a real fire, applying the best tactics

proposed by the optimizers. This tool is intended for training and evaluation using
models of real fires or hypothetical fire scenarios.

Optimizer: Searches for the best feasible solutions from a set of fire suppression
tactics and decisions using the resources available in a particular scenario.

Feasible plans: The set of feasible solutions found by the optimizer which must be
simulated in order to evaluate their potential outcomes.

Best plan: The best of the feasible solutions proposed by the optimizer, which must
be implemented by the firefighters. This solution is used by the reality simulator.

Fire spread and containment logistics simulator (proposed plans): Evaluates the
impact of the proposed containment logistics decisions (feasible plan) proposed
by the optimizer.

Results: The output of the fire spread and containment logistics simulator for the
proposed plans. These results are used by the optimizer to search for a good
solution.
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Fig. 19.2 FireFight architecture

The FireSpread simulator is currently being used offline by the GRAF team to
predict fire evolution. Analysis of the simulation identifies an anticipated active fire
line that is fed into the optimizer to determine the best plan for the deployment of
containment resources.

19.3.1 Web GUI and Tracking Server

Personnel portable GPS devices became mandatory in Catalonia for all firefighting
teams following recommendations issued after the Horta de Sant Joan fire of July
2009, during which five GRAF elite firefighters died when trapped by fire, despite
the deployment of a last resort fire shelter, consisting of an aluminum blanket that
protects against flames and heat.
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Fig. 19.3 GPS location of Baix Emporda fire resources (November 12th, 2013, 8:34 a.m.)

In Catalonia, all aerial and ground firefighting resources are now located and
tracked by GPS. According to the latest figures, 1,650 GPS devices currently send
information to the location servers. Figure 19.3 shows the position of all resources
deployed for a wildfire on November 12th, 2013. This information is also broadcast
in real-time to our tooPath (www.toopath.com) tracking server.

GPS data is a valuable source of information for real-time decision making and
post-fire analysis. The effective use of this information is a key focus for future
research and development in the area of DSS for wildfire containment logistics.

The containment effectiveness of each ground firefighting team depends on
natural factors such as vegetation density, vegetation type and topography, and
logistic factors such as the availability of aerial resources. One of our first goals
is the systematic analysis of the GPS data in order to obtain real measures of the
effectiveness of the attack force. A containment table for initial attack effectiveness
has already been proposed [34], and our analysis will expand on current results with
a focus on Mediterranean forest fires.

www.toopath.com
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19.3.2 Fire Spread Simulation

Prescribed burning is commonly used in the management of fire-prone vegetation in
order to create fuel breaks which may reduce the occurrence of large-scale wildfires
[35, 36]. Therefore, when firefighting resources are scarce it is very important to
select the most appropriate locations for fuel breaks. One possible approach for
selecting the location of fuel breaks is to use fire spread simulations. For example,
[37] propose a simulation-optimization approach where a stochastic simulation of
fire spread estimates the fire risk of each solution proposed by a metaheuristic search
algorithm.

The GRAF firefighting team of the Government of Catalonia uses Wildfire
Analyst (http://tecnosylva.com) software to predict fire spread. Offline stochastic
simulation sensitivity analysis is used to predict the future behavior of each fire,
taking into account the dominant wind in each area of the territory. The team uses
the simulation results and its own expertise to build a Fire Propagation Graph (FPG)
for each dominant wind situation in all forest areas across the Catalonia region. The
FPG is used in two complementary ways:

• FPG connectivity analysis is used to decide where to execute off-season pre-
scribed burning in order to reduce the fuel load in specific arcs of the graph, thus
lowering the probability of large-scale wildfires.

• FPG connectivity analysis is also used for real-time decision making when the
wildfire is active. The FPG is used in combination with the expected evolution
of the fire obtained by simulation with the current meteorological information
to determine where to place the extinguishing resources. The decision is not
always to minimize the spread of the fire; the protection of urban areas is usually
considered a priority, even at the cost of further fire growth.

Dynamic real-time access to fire information is a vital element for controlling
wildfires. Fire managers who respond to wildland fire outbreak need regular updates
on the state of the fire. Details of the active fire fronts are therefore crucial because
they can be used to estimate how fast the fire is moving and to predict where the
fire is likely to spread in the future [38]. The anticipated active fire line is used for
tactical-level decision-making.

19.3.3 Containment Optimization

Strategic planning is designed to minimize the loss and suffering associated
with wildfires by preventing fire outbreaks. Strategic planning also encompasses
decisions related to the fire season as a whole. Once a forest fire has broken out,
however, tactical-level decisions are needed to bring the fire under control [25]:

1. Strategic decisions: How much money should be spent on forest fire management
each year? How many aerial devices should be used and where should they be

http://tecnosylva.com
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placed? How many firefighting teams should be hired? Where should preventive
actions be carried out off-season? How should the firefighting teams and aerial
resources be deployed each day? When and where should special preventive
measures like restricted fire zones and restricted travel zones be invoked?

2. Tactical decisions: How many firefighting and aerial resources should be allo-
cated to a specific fire? Where should ground resources be placed? How many
water trucks are needed to replenish each fire water truck?

19.4 Decision Support System Development

A DSS is a computer-based information system that supports decision-making
activities [39]. The FireFight project can be classified as an active DSS [40]
providing assistance based on a model-driven DSS [41].

An active DSS is a support system that is capable of providing decision
suggestions or solutions to different problems without subsequent feedback or
refinement from the advisor in charge of the decision-making process. As described
in Sect. 19.3.3, the decision suggestion is processed by an optimizer that provides
best solutions, thus if no additional data are provided the optimizer cannot refine its
search. To overcome the limitations of an active DSS relative to a cooperative DSS,
the solutions are recalculated at regular intervals taking into account newly received
data.

A model-driven DSS generates suggestions and solutions on the basis of simu-
lation and optimization models. As described in Sects. 19.3.2 and 19.3.3, FireFight
DSS uses a fire spread and containment simulator to simulate fire propagation during
a fire event and an optimizer to calculate feasible and optimal solutions.

19.4.1 Optimization in FireFight DSS

There are three problems the DSS must solve. The main problem is optimizing
the deployment of extinguishing teams, which are composed of an engine and an
engine crew. The second problem is ensuring a supply of water and equipment to
each engine. The third problem is relieving each engine crew at the end of every
operational period (usually 24 h) with new crews arriving from all over the territory.

19.4.1.1 Deployment Optimization

The deployment optimizer determines the best way to contain the fire by answering
the following questions: How many engine crews are needed to contain the fire by a
specific date/time? What is the outcome of increasing or decreasing the number of
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crews? Where can crews be placed, taking into account the road/path/trail network,
the fire expected evolution, the topography and the cartography?

The answers are calculated taking into account the fire-spread simulation, the
topography, the land-cover vegetation and the road/path/trail network. With this
information and the GPS tracking data, the DSS calculates the wet-line containment
crew speed, enabling the optimizer to determine the optimal deployment.

19.4.1.2 Supply Chain Design

The DSS system designs the water supply chain to ensure that each fire truck has a
continuous supply of water. In configuring the design, the following questions must
be answered: How many water supply trucks are needed for each extinguishing
team, given a geographical distribution of water depots? How many additional
tankers or engines are needed to refill finite capacity water depots?

Exact data on water consumption by firefighter crews are unavailable and must
therefore be estimated by interpolating historical data on wet-line containment crew
speed.

19.4.1.3 Shift Changes Between Operational Periods

The FireFight DSS has to calculate how each of the different crews are replaced
with new crews for another operational period. The change-of-shift problem arises
because the firefighting vehicles used to transport the crews are located at the site
of the wildfire and cannot move from there, hence other resources are needed. In
Catalonia, temporary transport is provided by the police, so the DSS has to answer
the following questions: How many police cars are needed to pick up ‘fresh’ fire
crews teams from geographically distributed fire stations and bring them to the fire?
Are they enough to return the firefighters finishing their shifts to their base stations?
What route and timetable should each car follow in order to deliver fire crews to the
site on time?

This problem is modeled as a VRP problem with time windows and capacity
constraints. Although it is similar to the school bus problem (SBP), this particular
optimization problem does not take into account the return of the crews ending their
shifts to their base stations, the time of which must be minimized.

19.5 Conclusions

This article focuses on the architecture and approaches for optimizing the solutions
to different problems in the emergency management of a wildland fire and presents
the FireFight experimental environment architecture for planning optimal deploy-
ment and management for wildfire containment and suppression. The system will
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use real data from different sources. The optimization and simulation framework
uses standardized information to ensure interoperability with different systems. The
use of different simulators to represent the current state and forecasted state of
the fire makes the system robust to changes and enables the optimizer to adapt to
new realities. This study and the improvements it reports are being developed in
conjunction with the firefighting department of the Government of Catalonia, with
the aim of solving problems present in the wildland firefighting workflow.
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